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International Law and the Rise of China
Eric A. Posner and John Yoo*

I. INTRODUCTION

The future of relations between the United States and China is murky. Many people hope that the US and China will remain friendly,¹ and there is no reason to reject this possibility outright. The US and China are bound together by an economic and financial relationship that is mutually beneficial, and an outbreak of hostility would certainly harm the populations of both countries. But the relationship between the two nations is rivalrous as well as cooperative, and there are several reasons for taking a less optimistic view about its future prospects.

First, the bare fact of economic cooperation has not, in the past, prevented tensions or even war. Prior to World War I, the European countries enjoyed economic interdependence that would not be matched until the end of the twentieth century; yet the mutually beneficial economic relationships did not prevent the outbreak of a devastating war, despite predictions to the contrary.²

Second, the relationship between the US and China is of a type that is particularly difficult to manage, and prone to breakdown. A strand of thinking in political science holds that war is least likely when the balance of power is static, and most likely when a status quo power (the US) is challenged by a rising power (China).³ The standard example is that of Germany, whose economic and military might increased rapidly after unification in 1871, resulting in expansionist tendencies that were resisted by the status quo powers—France,

---

¹ See, for example, Zheng Bijian, China’s “Peaceful Rise” to Great-Power Status, 84 Foreign Aff 18 (Sept/Oct 2005).


³ See, for example, id; Hans Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations (Knopf 4th ed 1967); Inis Claude, Power and International Relations (Random House 1962).
Great Britain, and the Soviet Union. The basic strategic problem for the US is that it must yield to China as China’s power increases, but it should not yield too much. Conversely, China will assert its power with increasing self-confidence, but it must not assert its power too much. If either power miscalculates, war may result.

Third, the evidence already suggests that China’s rise will be fraught with tension. Relatively minor incidents—America’s accidental bombing of the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade in 1999 and China’s capture of an American spy plane in 2001—provoked extreme public reactions in China. China’s leaders have shown themselves willing to incite crowds to frenzies of nationalism in response to foreign policy challenges from Japan as well as those from the US. China has adopted an increasingly aggressive foreign policy among developing nations, where it has challenged the US in various ways. For example, China has forged links with the anti-American government in Venezuela and does business with the Sudan’s genocidal government, which the US has been trying to isolate. And, finally, the status of Taiwan remains an explosive issue.

The upshot is that the US’s future relationship with China could just as likely be one of rivalry as one of partnership. But what sort of rivalry? We can imagine two types. First, the US–China rivalry could resemble the Cold War between the US and the Soviet Union. The US and China would be the two superpowers, the rest of the world would be forced to take sides, and the conflict would be ideologically charged. Second, the US–China rivalry could resemble the conflicts between the great powers during the nineteenth century. The US and China would be just two of several great powers—including Russia, India, a united Europe, and Japan—and their conflict would be over resources and security, not ideological supremacy.

---

4 See Mearsheimer, Great Power Politics at 293–97 (cited in note 2).
8 See David Zweig and Bi Jianhai, China’s Global Hunt for Energy, 84 Foreign Aff 32 (Sept/Oct 2005).
The geopolitics of the future US–China relationship has received a great deal of attention. Less attention has been directed to another topic—the role of international law in any future US–China confrontation. One might worry that America’s often dismissive attitude toward international law today will come back to haunt it when, in the future, American power is no longer unchallengeable. On this view, America should bind itself and the world to strict adherence to international law and international institutions such as the United Nations and the World Court. When America is no longer so mighty, it will be grateful for the protection that these institutions offer to the weak against the strong.

One useful way of evaluating this argument is to imagine how existing international laws and institutions might be applied to conflicts between the US and China in the foreseeable future.

II. SECURITY

Perhaps the most pressing concern about China’s rise involves security in East Asia. That region already has witnessed one direct military conflict between the US and the People’s Republic of China: the 1950–53 Korean War. During the Cold War, the US carefully constructed a system of alliances and military bases in East Asia. It also intervened in Vietnam, in order to contain the spread of Soviet and Chinese power. Some believe that the rise of China’s economic standing might eventually produce another conflict, either because China will seek a realignment of power in the region or because it will use military force to prevent Taiwanese independence.11

International relations scholars have attributed many wars to significant shifts in the distribution of power. Some scholars attribute the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War to Sparta’s fear of the rise of Athens.12 Others argue that World Wars I and II occurred because of the failure of European powers to adapt to the unification of Germany, while some others argue that World War I occurred because Germany feared the rising power of Russia.13 But changes in the balance of power need not result in war. America’s economic rise did not spark a war with Great Britain in the late nineteenth century, and the US successfully contained the growth of Soviet power during the Cold War.

---

11 See Mearsheimer, Great Power Politics at 374–77 (cited in note 2).

12 This was a view first espoused by Thucydides: “The real though unavowed cause [was] . . . the growth of the Athenian power, which terrified the [Spartans] and forced them into war.” Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War, Book 1, ¶ 23, line 433 (Prometheus 1998) (Benjamin Jowett, trans); see also Donald Kagan, The Outbreak of the Peloponnesian War (Cornell 1989).

China has experienced remarkable economic growth over the last quarter century. Since 1978, China's gross domestic product has grown 9.4 percent per year; in a good year, the US economy might grow 4 percent. In 1978, China's GDP was less than 1 percent of the world's; today it accounts for 4 percent. In 1978, foreign trade with China amounted to $20.6 billion; today that figure has risen to $851 billion. Yet, because of its population of approximately 1.3 billion, China today still ranks about 100th in the world in per capita GDP.\footnote{Zheng, 84 Foreign Aff at 18–19 (cited in note 1).}

The relative growth of China's economy in comparison to the US causes the most concern. While in 1978 China's GDP was far behind that of the US, today it ranks sixth in the world.\footnote{CIA World Factbook, Field Listing—GDP (official exchange rate), available online at <http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/fields/2195.html> (visited Apr 22, 2006).} Only the US, Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, and France rank higher.\footnote{As we write, economists are adjusting their evaluation of China's economy and now rank it as number four. See Economy in China Is No. 4 in World, NY Times C1 (Jan 25, 2006).} While China's GDP is still only one-tenth that of the US, once purchasing power parity is taken into account, China actually rises to second in the world, with a GDP approximately 60 percent that of the US.\footnote{CIA World Factbook, Rank Order—GDP (purchasing power parity), available online at <http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/rankorder/2001rank.html> (visited Apr 22, 2006).} If current growth rates continue, by 2025 China's nominal GDP will pass Japan's and rank second only to the US.\footnote{Goldman Sachs, Dreaming With BRICs: The Path to 2050, Global Economics Paper No 99 (Oct 2003), available online at <http://www.gs.com/insight/research/reports/99.pdf> (visited Apr 22, 2006).} By 2050, China's economy is expected to surpass the size of the US's economy.\footnote{See id at 20.}

Increases in military spending have paralleled China's economic rise. While reliable figures are elusive, the Department of Defense ("DoD") estimates that current Chinese military expenditures amount to roughly $90 billion—the third largest in the world after the US and Russia.\footnote{Office of the Secretary of Defense, Annual Report to Congress: The Military Power of the People's Republic of China 22 (2005), available online at <http://www.dod.mil/news/Jul2005/d20050719china.pdf> (visited Apr 22, 2006) (hereinafter The Military Power of the People's Republic of China).} According to the DoD, China has increased its defense budget by double digits every year for the past fifteen years. If the proportion of defense spending as a ratio of GDP stays constant, defense analysts predict that China's defense budget will triple over the next 20
years. In comparison, the current US defense budget is approximately $500 billion.

American officials worry that this growth in economic power could translate not just into a modern and effective Chinese military, but also into a resurgent Chinese foreign policy that would seek to alter the status quo in the region. Defense analysts identify Chinese goals in the near term as preventing Taiwanese independence and preventing intervention by third parties, such as the US, in any dispute between the China and Taiwan. They also fear that in the long term China will seek to project power beyond its territory and home waters and into the Pacific and nearby lands. Defense Department analysts argue that China’s recent military buildup has already begun to change the balance of power in East Asia:

China does not now face a direct threat from another nation. Yet, it continues to invest heavily in its military, particularly in programs designed to improve power projection. The pace and scope of China’s military buildup are, already, such as to put regional military balances at risk. Current trends in China’s military modernization could provide China with a force capable of prosecuting a range of military operations in Asia—well beyond Taiwan—potentially posing a credible threat to modern militaries operating in the region.

American military analysts fear that as China’s economy booms, it will be able to spend more on defense. As its military becomes stronger, China will be able to assert itself as a regional and perhaps global superpower. It may threaten or invade Taiwan, which the US has suggested in the past could trigger a military response. Since the end of World War II, after all, Communist China has engaged in military conflicts not just against the US and South Korea, but against the Soviet Union, India, and Vietnam. As China uses its economic gains to modernize its armed forces, the US can no longer be sure that its current military advantage in the region will continue.

Can international law play any role in preventing such tensions? The United Nations Charter forbids states to use military force except in self-defense or with the approval of the Security Council. The Security Council has fifteen members, of which ten are rotating. The other five members are permanent—the US, Britain, Russia, France, and China—and these permanent members alone hold a veto. The Security Council can issue a resolution if nine of the

---

22 Id at 22.
25 Id at 13.
26 United Nations Charter, arts 51, 39, 42.
fifteen members approve, and none of the permanent members exercise their veto. Non-defensive uses of military force can legally occur, under the formal terms of the UN Charter, only with the consent of these five states.

The overall purpose of the UN Charter is to prevent the use of force except in self-defense, and to offer in exchange for the voluntary cessation of offensive war a guarantee of collective security. During the Cold War, it quite clearly failed at this purpose. Although there was no world war comparable to World War I or World War II, there were numerous regional wars, and the Soviet Union and the US played a role in almost all of them.²⁷

There were several reasons why the UN Charter failed to keep the peace. First, many states simply ignored the rules in the UN Charter. The Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan; the US invaded Grenada; Argentina invaded the Falkland Islands; Britain, France, and Israel invaded Egypt during the Suez crisis; Israel invaded Lebanon; and so forth. As a practical matter, the invading power could often claim that it was coming to the assistance of one or the other faction in civil war.²⁸

Second, the Security Council was paralyzed by the veto. After the Korean War—when UN intervention was made possible only because the Soviet Union boycotted the Security Council vote in connection with another issue—the Security Council was never able to authorize the use of force to counter Cold War-era military aggression. If the aggression served Soviet interests, the USSR would veto any proposed resolution; if the aggression served American interests, the US would veto any proposed resolution.

The most important military confrontation between the US and the USSR was the Cuban missile crisis. Adlai Stevenson's famous presentation in the UN notwithstanding, international law and international institutions played no role in this crisis.²⁹ The Soviet Union's actions—sending nuclear missiles and other military forces to Cuba—did not violate international law. Yet, the US responded with a blockade, which is a use of force that usually amounts to an act of war. The US could not claim self-defense before an imminent attack; instead, its real objection was that the stationing of Soviet missiles only 90 miles from the US radically altered the balance of power. Even though America's blockade of Cuba certainly violated the UN Charter, there were no legal consequences. The conflict was purely a matter of geopolitics.

In the 1990s, the Security Council obtained a new lease on life, thanks to the end of the Cold War rivalry. Its most impressive accomplishment was

²⁷ Michael J. Glennon, Limits of Law, Prerogatives of Power (Palgrave 2001).
²⁸ See John Yoo, Using Force, 71 U Chi L Rev 729, 783–84 (2004); see also Thomas Franck, Recourse to Force (Cambridge 2003).
²⁹ See Yoo, 71 U Chi L Rev at 762–64 (cited in note 28).
authorization of the first Gulf War against Iraq; it also authorized a series of peacekeeping missions. However, already in the 1990s clouds were appearing on the horizon. China and Russia refused to agree to Security Council authorization of the 1999 intervention in Kosovo, and as a result the NATO intervention was, technically, an illegal use of force under the UN Charter.\footnote{Glennon, Limits of Law at 19–35 (cited in note 27).} China apparently feared that such an humanitarian intervention would set a precedent contrary to China’s interest—as China fears that a similar humanitarian rationale could be used to interfere in its internal affairs, especially the treatment of Tibet.

Thus, it is already clear that the Security Council can play no role in any future cold war between China and the US. China has a veto, so any effort by the US to use the Security Council to contain China is bound to fail. Indeed, China’s sensitivity about this issue was shown just recently, when government supported crowds protested a proposal for reforming the Security Council, under which Japan would be given a permanent seat.\footnote{Joseph Kahn, Chinese Government Permits Rare Protests Against Japan, NY Times A10 (Apr 17, 2005) (Chinese demonstrators protested “that Japan was seeking a seat on the United Nations Security Council, which they said was intolerable unless Japan apologized more forthrightly for atrocities committed in China more than 60 years ago.”).} Chinese citizens remember Japanese atrocities against the Chinese during World War II; the Chinese government is more worried about Japanese political and economic power.

Further, if history is any guide, China will not feel itself bound by the UN Charter when considering the use of force. International law did not prevent China from intervening in 1950 in order to prevent the unification of the Korean peninsula. In fact, China attacked American and Allied forces operating under the authority of the United Nations. Nor did international law prevent China from resorting to the use of force against its neighbors in the 1960s or 1970s. And the UN Charter has not prevented the US from using force, as we noted above.

Although there have been some recent efforts to reform the UN, no one imagines that the US or China will yield its veto power. Reform or no, we should expect the Security Council to be as powerless and irrelevant during any conflict between the US and China as it was during the Cold War with the Soviet Union. With or without reform, the US and China will use their vetoes to prevent the Security Council from either taking sides in any struggle between the two nations or pursuing any mission that advances one of their interests against the other’s. As the logic of the first Cold War showed, in every war the US and China will take different sides, in the hope of obtaining a new ally for containing its
superpower rival. Having done so, each state will use its veto to protect the interests of its ally.

The irrelevance of the UN Charter's restrictions on the use of force, however, does not end the matter. We should explore whether there might be some role for international law or institutions to at least help mediate any potential clash between China and the US. This requires a more complete understanding of the nature of conflict between a status quo power and a rising power.

Although there are many different theories about this relationship, as we discussed earlier, the best argument, in our view, is that the probability of war depends not on the nature of distribution of power, but on the quality of information that states have about each other's interests and capacities. Imagine a hypothetical world that consists of two states that divide the benefits of cooperation in proportion to their relative power. So if one state has 80 percent of the power, and the other state has 20 percent, they will divide the surplus from international cooperation 80/20. For example, law governing exploitation of ocean resources will favor the more powerful state. Now suppose that the distribution of power shifts, so the larger state has 60 percent and the smaller state has 40 percent. The smaller state will demand more control over the seas than under the status quo, and the larger state will either yield or go to war. If information is perfect, the larger state will realize that it must eventually yield after the war, so instead it will yield peacefully in order to avoid the costs and risks of war. However, if information is not perfect, bargaining may break down, and war could result.

If this view is right, an important function of international law and institutions would be to enhance transparency—the better each state understands the other, the less likely there will be war. Each state has an incentive to agree to institutions as long as it can be assured that such institutions will be unbiased and effective. Whether this can be done depends on a lot of factors, which we will address momentarily.

For now, it is important to observe another lesson of this analysis, which is that a state that rigidly insists on the distribution of rights and obligations under international law may hasten war rather than avoid it. In our example, the larger state might insist that the smaller state comply with the international law governing ocean resources even though the law reflects the old balance of power, not the new balance of power. But this will just lead to a bargaining breakdown. Both states need to treat international law flexibly and consistent

---

32 See discussion around note 3.
33 See, for example, Robert Powell, In the Shadow of Power (Princeton 1998); James Fearon, Rationalist Explanations for War, 49 Intl Org 379 (Summer 1995).
with the existing balance of power, not yesterday’s balance of power. This suggests that as China becomes more powerful, the US needs to be prepared to renegotiate a host of important multilateral treaties that a powerful China will not be willing to obey—including, perhaps, human rights treaties.

III. THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

We argued earlier that international institutions may help enhance cooperation and avert war by providing transparency, and a natural such institution would be a court. This might lead some to argue that the ICJ could play an important role in the future relationship between the US and China.

The ICJ is the judicial organ of the United Nations, and the preeminent international court. Its founders hoped that it would resolve disputes between states that would otherwise resort to war.

The ICJ can obtain jurisdiction over disputes in three main ways. First, states may unilaterally agree to “compulsory jurisdiction,” which means that they are bound to appear before the court if any other state that has filed a similar unilateral declaration brings proceedings against them. Second, states may agree in any particular treaty that disputes arising under that treaty will be resolved by the ICJ. Third, states that have a dispute may by “special agreement” jointly consent to grant the ICJ jurisdiction over their case.34

If history is any guide, the ICJ will play no role in a future US-China cold war. The ICJ has been a marginal institution from the beginning. The Soviet Union never agreed to any of the bases of jurisdiction, and never appeared before the court. Thus, the ICJ did not resolve a single conflict between the US and the Soviet Union. Most of its business has involved disputes between relatively friendly states, or, in a few cases, disputes between hostile states which then refused to comply with its decisions.

The only major case touching on the East-West rivalry was a proceeding brought by Nicaragua against the US for mining Nicaragua’s harbors in 1981.35 The US lodged a number of objections to Nicaragua’s suit, which the ICJ rejected. Then the US refused to appear before the court for the arguments on the merits, refused to comply with the adverse judgment against it, and withdrew from compulsory jurisdiction. In short, the ICJ proceeding was a fiasco and contributed nothing to the resolution of conflicts related to the Cold War.

35 Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against Nicaragua (Nicar v US), 1986 ICJ 14, 94 (June 27, 1986).
China, like the Soviet Union, has refused to submit to the ICJ's jurisdiction and has refused to appear before it. China, like the US in the last three decades, has also refused to agree by treaty to jurisdiction. Neither state takes the ICJ seriously even today, when global rivalries are at an historic low. It is hard to believe they will take it seriously when these rivalries become more significant.

The ICJ is unattractive for two reasons. First, its judges can only enforce international law, and international law favors the status quo. China, like all rising powers, will most likely seek to change the status quo, and this, as a practical matter, means breaking international law and asserting new international norms. Second, thirteen of the fifteen judges are from states other than the US and China. Thus, to the extent that the ICJ has discretion to modify or advance international law along the margin, the resolution of any dispute between China and the US will turn on the identity of the thirteen non-party judges. But these judges will be from countries that have an interest in supporting China or the US. If a majority are from countries that support one superpower, then the other superpower will not trust them. There is historical precedent for this prediction. When the ICJ was established, the judges were mainly from Western countries; that is why the Soviet Union would have nothing to do with it. By the 1980s, more of the judges were from newly independent states that were hostile to the US, or at least not as friendly as Western states. When this happened, the US withdrew. Superpower rivals cannot afford to delegate important disputes to an international institution that is dominated by nationals of other states.

IV. THE HUMAN RIGHTS TREATY REGIME

Another likely casualty of the cold war with China will be the international human rights treaty regime. This regime consists of several treaties that ban various human rights abuses such as genocide, war crimes, apartheid, slavery, and miscellaneous crimes against humanity. Other treaties establish conventional political and civil rights such as the rights to a trial, freedom of speech, freedom

38 See id; Eric A. Posner and Miguel de Figueiredo, Is the International Court of Justice Biased?, 34 J Legal Studies 599 (June 2005).
of association, and due process. The origin of this treaty regime is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, although precedents date back centuries.\footnote{Universal Declaration of Human Rights, art 3, General Assembly Res No 217A (III), UN Doc A/810 (1948), available online at <http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html> (visited Apr 22, 2006).}

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the treaties that followed it, were a reaction to the Nazis' atrocities. Their purpose—to force states not to abuse their own citizens—was almost immediately defeated by the Cold War rivalry. The US found that if it demanded that developing nations respect human rights, it merely forced them into the embrace of the Soviet Union, which had no such scruples. As a result, the US put little pressure on other states to improve their human rights records. Nor did any other major state. The human rights treaties had no measurable effect on the behavior of states during the Cold War.

They did have some value, however—as a tool of propaganda. The ideological conflict between the US and the Soviet Union played out as a battle over treaties. The US endorsed and ratified a treaty that guaranteed political rights; the USSR promoted a treaty that guaranteed social and economic rights. The Soviet Union and its satellites refused to have anything to do with human rights treaties until they signed the Helsinki Accord in 1975. In this controversial agreement, the West recognized the Soviet Union's sphere of influence in return for the Soviet Union's promise to respect human rights. Some people believe that this promise gave comfort to dissidents in the Eastern bloc, and thereby hastened the demise of the communism.

The 1990s should have been a good decade for human rights. With the Cold War over, Western states should have been able to enforce the human rights treaties without fearing that by doing so they would enhance the power of their enemies. But geopolitics again intervened. The West reacted slowly and hesitantly to ethnic cleansing in the Balkans, massacres in Indonesia, and genocide in Rwanda—not to mention continued oppression in China. Large states are too powerful to be offended; small states are not important enough for military intervention.

But if any progress has been made with human rights law over the last fifteen years, it will likely end if a cold war with China begins. If the logic of the first Cold War repeats itself, then the US will not be able to threaten or cajole human rights abusers without taking the risk that states abusing human rights will align themselves with China. And although China has signed the treaty that guarantees political and civil rights, it probably will not ratify it, if it is true that the Helsinki Accord injured the USSR by giving comfort to dissidents. Right now China does not seem concerned about ideological conflict with the West.
But if it becomes an issue, then China will most likely advance a version of the Asian values argument of a few years back, according to which Asians (or certain Asians) prefer a society in which order trumps human rights. Indeed, in an effort to universalize the appeal of its system, China will no doubt argue that political and civil rights lead to crime, corruption, and decadence. There is not yet any philosophy that extols capitalism and rejects democracy, but perhaps one will be supplied when China needs an ideology that will mobilize international support among the enemies of the US.

V. THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT AND THE LAWS OF WAR

The Nuremberg and Tokyo trials after World War II gave the world hope that authors of crimes against humanity would no longer be immune to punishment. However, during the Cold War there were no international war crimes trials comparable to the trials of Nazi and Japanese criminals. They were made impossible by the Cold War rivalry, which ensured that one state’s criminals were the other state’s allies. All this ended in the 1990s, when the Security Council, with Russian (and Chinese) acquiescence, established tribunals to try people who committed international crimes in Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia.

These tribunals were expensive, slow, and cumbersome, but experience with them led to the realization of a long-deferred dream, the creation of a permanent International Criminal Court (“ICC”). The ICC currently has about one hundred members; significantly, neither the US nor China are members.

The ICC has jurisdiction over international crimes committed in the territory of signatories or committed by the nationals of signatories. Thus, it has no power over Chinese or American soldiers unless they take part in a war on a signatory’s territory. The US government has convinced dozens of governments to promise not to turn over Americans to the ICC, despite these governments’ treaty obligations under the Rome Statute. For this reason, the prospect of criminal sanctions has little power to influence Americans.

China has not followed suit, but today China does not have the power or desire to project force onto foreign territories—with the exception of Taiwan,


42 See Juan Forero, Bush’s Aid Cuts on Court Issue Roil Neighbors, NY Times A1 (Aug 19, 2005).

which it considers its own territory and which is not (and cannot be, because it is not formally an independent state) a party to the Rome Statute. If China begins sending troops overseas, we can expect it to follow the pattern set by the Americans and insist that the states to which the troops are sent enter similar bilateral immunity agreements with China.

The US and China will thus be undeterred by the ICC; but what about their allies in any future proxy wars? It is certainly possible that a signatory of the Rome Statute may fear that if it commits war crimes or crimes against humanity during a proxy war, eventually leaders or troops may be detained and forced to appear before the ICC. But it is unlikely that the ICC will have any deterrence effect. The main problem is that the ICC is, and in the foreseeable future will be, too weak and poor to handle a nontrivial fraction of international criminal cases, and the people who commit international crimes usually do so during war or civil war, when the immediate struggle for power will overwhelm long-term considerations. In addition, states are free to withdraw from or just ignore the ICC, and may do so if the ICC turns out to have teeth.

International criminal law, and the use of international tribunals to enforce it, are likely to lose the salience and symbolic resonance that they enjoy today. International criminal law presupposes a level of interstate cooperation that rarely can be achieved, and certainly cannot be sustained during a cold war rivalry.

VI. THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION

The most effective and important international institution today is the World Trade Organization ("WTO"), of which both China and the US are members. Although the WTO has no power to resolve geopolitical disputes, it does have the power to manage and resolve conflicts over international trade. Might the WTO prevent, or at least soften, any future superpower rivalry?

International trade itself may reduce the attractiveness of a superpower rivalry. If China and the US currently gain a great deal from international trade, then they have a lot to lose if international trade ends. To the extent that the WTO contributes to the resolution of trade disputes, then this institution may reduce the incentives of China and the US to engage in geopolitical confrontations.

However, there is reason for thinking that the role of the WTO in any future superpower confrontation is likely to be minimal. We already know that international trade itself cannot prevent major wars between states that participate in the trading system: this was the lesson of World War I. Although nothing like the WTO existed on the eve of World War I, it is hard to believe that earlier geopolitical rivalries would have been softened if such an institution had existed.
The problem with the WTO is that its effectiveness depends on a political consensus among major states that symmetric reduction in trade barriers is desirable. Right now, the WTO mediates trade conflicts between the EU, Japan, and the US. As Chinese economic power increases, the triangle will become a square. If these four powers can continue to cooperate over trade, then the WTO will be able to avoid disruptions on the margin. If they do not, then the WTO will be rendered irrelevant.

A possible future is one in which China and the US seek to use trade as a means for strengthening their own spheres of influence and undermining those of the other. The US, for example, has already strengthened the economic bases of its power through the North American Free Trade Agreement with Canada and Mexico, and it is engaged in an effort to expand its economic leadership through a Free Trade of the Americas Agreement ("FTAA") that would include the entire hemisphere. The FTAA has the virtue of both enhancing the economic strength of the US and furthering its hegemonic role in the Americas. The US also has strong economic ties to nations in East Asia, such as Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan. China may seek to undermine American power by pushing the region into a trade bloc that would exclude the US. The outcome of such an effort will reflect the relative balance of power between the US and China in the region.

In this future, trade relations might be a weapon for expanding influence or containing the influence of rivals. China will open its market to political friends and close it to allies of the US. The US will respond in kind. Over time, the world may split into separate trading blocs. The US will be the center of a western constellation including Canada and Latin America; China will dominate the east. A big question is whether states with major economies such as the EU and Japan will side with the US or China. Most likely, the EU will try to maintain trade relationships with both blocs, and neither bloc will be strong enough to demand allegiance. Japan will side with the US as long as the US can credibly promise to protect it from Chinese dominance.

VII. CONCLUSION

Much could happen that would undermine these predictions. China has significant demographic and social problems, and if it collapsed into anarchy, or

---

44 See United States Trade Representative, Free Trade Area of the Americas, available online at <http://www.ustr.gov/Trade_Agreements/Regional/FTAA/Section_Index.html> (visited Apr 22, 2006).
broke into pieces, then of course there will be no future cold war or great power rivalry with China. Instead, 1990s style US unipolarity would extend into the foreseeable future, or else the US would find itself in confrontations with other powers.

Another alternative future is one in which several dominant states vie for primacy: the US, China, a revived Russia, a unified Europe, and perhaps an economically powerful India. This future would recall not the Cold War but the great power rivalry of the nineteenth century. Then, too, weak international institutions such as the Concert of Europe played a small role in maintaining peace, but they were ad hoc and flimsy, and collapsed as relative power changed. Nonetheless, it might be the case that modern international institutions would be more effective in a multipolar world than in a bipolar world, just as international law mattered more in the nineteenth century than during the Cold War.

But the future that both seems most likely and so far has received least attention is the future in which the US and China engage in a cold war. The history of the first Cold War, the current American and Chinese attitudes toward international law, and the current state of international institutions all point to one outcome: the weakness of these institutions for managing a superpower conflict. For this reason, we reject the popular argument that the US should support international institutions today so that it can seek shelter in them tomorrow.

What, then, should the US do? What it is already doing. The US has been strengthening its military, economic, and political relationships with the states surrounding China—South Korea, Vietnam, India, Australia, and Japan, among others. In doing so, it is creating the rudiments of a NATO-like alliance. NATO, unlike the Cold War-era international institutions, was a success and should be the model for future cold war containment of China, should that rising nation seek to disrupt the status quo.